
Campaigns OnDemand™ gives you the plan, architec-
ture, execution, management, and reporting to meet 
your deadlines and goals without the hassle. You help 
develop the campaign plan - we do everything else. 
Powered by Marketo Engage™, this out of the box 
campaign offering helps launched campaigns quickly 
and effectively.

Campaigns OnDemand™
IMPACTFUL DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS. LED BY EXPERTS.

WHY CAMPAIGNS ONDEMAND™?

Proud 7+ Year Platinum Partner of Adobe

Your messages are catapulted into the marketplace of-
fering immediate connection and visibility to the most 
engaged prospects, helping you accelerate conversion 
to pipeline and most importantly create happy cus-
tomers. 

Accelerated time to market

The term “time to market” refers to the amount of time it takes an organization to launch a campaign, prod-
uct or service. The speed of that time is a quality that can outpace the competition, making it critical to every 
marketer. Whether a product launch, event, or the opportunity to test campaign techniques and messaging; 
with highly reversed experts, process-driven techniques and the most powerful automation platform, you’ll 
meet deadlines and surpass goals.

Create an unparalleled customer experience

Creating an engaging experience for your customer that connects them to your brand, message and offer-
ing is key to driving engagement. Personalized experiences that take customers from “that’s interesting” to 
“heck yes” is Leadous’ speciality.

We know that a tremendous amount of effort goes into the many tasks that make up the launching of even 
one digital campaign. It is difficult to resource all of the skills and know-how to pull it together, especially if 
you lack experience in marketing automation. 

Leaodus accelerates the personalized cross-channel campaigns that are key to faster, stronger, measur-
able ROI.
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CONTACT US

EMAIL   |  info@leadous.com

CALL  |  844-LEADOUS

TEXT |  (215) 431-9462

Let us lead you  |  www.leadous.com

ABOUT LEADOUS INC.
We believe that marketing is a human experience.

Behind every email, logo and computer screen are 
people waiting to engage with the world around 
them. We connect people to your brand by enhancing 
your marketing strategy with purposeful automa-
tion that drives mindful digital experiences. Building 
a sound foundation for your team to deliver business 
results and create happy clients.

HAPPY CLIENTS are how we measure our success.

Leverage broad marketing expertise

By hiring Leadous, you’ll not only have the necessary tools to achieve your vision for success, but a suite of 
digital know-how, marketing skills, branding, and creative services at your fingertips. We have a wide range 
of industry and market experience - all with diverse scenarios and challenges. Having a knowledgable and 
experienced staff at your side can produce immediate results, helping to quickly get your marketing efforts 
off the ground.

Fresh perspective, inspiration and innovation

Get help identifying unseen engagement opportunities and enhance current campaign performance by le-
veraging best practices and trending outreach innovation. With more companies looking to broaden their 
digital reach to increase or maintain market share, Leaodus can significantly enhance your approach to dig-
ital marketing, including how you’re perceived by your audience, the time it takes to get them to 
engage and the time to revenue.

Speed, efficiency, and consistency

With only so much time in the day, it’s important that your marketing approach doesn’t suffer from time 
restraints or inexperience. Leadous gives clients a team of dedicated specialists who work together to man-
age successful digital marketing campaigns. With everything from technical expertise to creative design, 
our team can accelerate execution in a way that preserves quality and decreases time, making it a win for 
every marketer.

Results

When time isn’t on your side, a Campaign OnDemand™ initiative can help you drive engagement, conver-
sion, and revenue. Collecting valuable data at every turn, you can measure everything, keep what is working 
and adjust what isn’t. 

Get results, tell your story, tie your growth back to marketing. 


